
DESCRIPTIONS PRICE

Better support and distribution of forces thanks to "M" cup system
Very firm tube distributing force evenly at each push
Firmer tube than Argon Skate Tec
Very constant pre-bent
The "M" posts are already at +5mm. Possibility of cup -2mm to +6mm
PM blade: Superior glide and more fragile on contact. 
Blade hardness: 62-64 HRC
Aluminum tube 7000
Thickness of 1.1mm
National elite skater with ideally a weight greater than +-150lbs.

Better support and distribution of forces thanks to "M" cup system
Tube with an excellent margin of error in turns
Firmer tube than the Flat Top, between Argon and QuarQ by Skate Tec
Very constant pre-bent
The "M" posts are already at +3mm. Possibility of cup -2mm to +6mm
Bi-Metal Blade: Good glide and more resistant to contact
Blade hardness: 62-64 HRC
Aluminum tube 7000
Thickness of 1.1mm
National elite skater with ideally a weight between +- 120 and +-150 lbs.

Better support and distribution of forces thanks to "M" cup system
Tube with an excellent margin of error in turns
Flexible tube equivalent to QuarQ
Very constant pre-bent
The "M" posts are already at +3mm. Possibility of cup -2mm to +6mm
Bi-Metal Blade: Good glide and more resistant to contact
Blade hardness: 62-64 HRC
Aluminum tube 7000
Thickness of 1.1mm
National elite skater with ideally a weight under +-135lbs.

A tube reminiscent of the Maples
Flexible tube allowing a better margin of error
Blade working in synergy with the skater by marrying the curve well
The posts come to a height of 0mm. Possibility of cup -2mm to +6mm
Runner and pre-bent found on MWave
Bi-Metal Blade: Good glide and more resistant to contact
Blade hardness: 62-64 HRC
Aluminum tube 7000
Thickness of 1.1mm
Elite skater with ideally a weight between +-100lbs and +-150lbs

Firm tube directly transmitting the push
Rigid tube keeps the rocker and bend better
The posts comes with a height of 0mm. Possibility of cup -1mm to +10mm
Runner and pre-bent found on MWave
PM blade: Superior glide and more fragile on contact. 
Blade hardness: 62-64 HRC
Aluminum tube 7000
Thickness of 1.1mm
Elite skater with ideally a weight greater than +-135lbs

Flexible tube allowing a large margin of error in turns
Flexible tube equivalent to the M Wave Flex Flat Top
The posts comes with a height of 0mm. Possibility of cup -1mm to +10mm
Runner and pre-bent found on MWave
Bi-Metal Blade: Good glide and more resistant to contact
Blade hardness: 62-64 HRC
Aluminum tube 7000
Thickness of 1.1mm
Elite skater with ideally a weight between +-110lbs and +-140lbs

Blade for developing athletes. Good option for clubs 
Flexible tube allowing a large margin of error at each push
Equivalent to Bont GT3
Pre-bent
Chrome blade with a hardness of 60 HRC / 12C27
Aluminum tube
Ideal for skaters under +-110lbs.

Blade for beginner athletes. Very good option for clubs
Flexible tube allowing a large margin of error in turns
Comparables: Bont Ultrasprint / Maple Premium
Different cup system without any posts, fits any spacing.
Pre-bent
Chrome blade with a hardness of 58 HRC
Aluminum tube
Ideal for skaters under +-100 lbs.

Krypton 319$

Futuro 239$

BLADE

M Wave FIRM 975$

M Wave FLEX 975$

M Wave                   

FLEX FLAT TOP

Nagano

975$

569$

Argon 699$

QuarQ 699$


